## Domainless provisioning for VMs

**09/29/2015 04:03 AM - Daniel Lobato Garcia**

### Status: New

### Priority: Normal

### Assignee: Host creation

### Category: Host creation

### Target version:

### Difficulty: No

### Pull request: Fixed in Releases:

### Found in Releases:

### Description

Users can't create domains on demand on certain cloud services (AWS, DO, etc). We should fetch existing domains from compute resources, or at least allow creating virtual hosts without one. This would make Foreman more accessible as users don't necessarily want to deal with interfaces setup. We could even have an 'advanced' tick button or something that limits the Host form to the minimal requirements unless the button is checked.

### Related issues:

- Has duplicate Foreman - Bug #11988: Domainless provisioning for VMs
  - Duplicate
  - 09/29/2015

### History

- **#1** - 09/29/2015 04:10 AM - Dominic Cleal
  - Has duplicate Bug #11988: Domainless provisioning for VMs added